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To all whom, it may concern: .



f.



Be it known that I, JOHN ERNEST KENNEDY, a citizen of the Dominion of Canada, residing in the city and district of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec, Canada, have invented certain new and useful Improvements in Shoe Soles; and I do hereby declare the following to be a full, clear, and exact description of the



rugations, as there is -little pressure at this «



invention, such as ivill enable others skilled in the art to which it appertains to make and use the same.



'



This invention relates to shoe-soles; and it consists in the novel construction and combi nation ot' the parts hereinafter fully described and claimed. In the drawings, Figure 1 is a longitudinal



The space f does not require to have cor



point.
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F is an air~tube connected to the space f or



lower interior of shoe and extending up the side of the shoe to the outer air. “Then the foot descends in the act of Walk



ing, the middle sole collapses under the pres sure of the foot and the air is forced out of the corrugations c up the tube. When the



foot is raised, the elasticity of the middle sole restores the corrugations to their original po sitions and draws air from the exterior of the shoe into the corrugations. In this manner



65



a constant circulation of air is established



through the middle sole. This circulation of section through ashoe provided with a sole air keeps the shoe thoroughly ventilated and vaccording to this invention. Fig.` 2 is a de Yadds greatly to the health and comfort of the 70 tail plan view of the corrugated middle sole. wearer. If desired, the air-tube may be dispensed A is the shoe-upper, which is secured to a strip of leather, insole, or welt. a’ in any ap with and the corrugations of the middle sole may be connected With the outer air in any prov'ed manner. 75 i „ B is a‘layer of thin flexible material, such other approved manner.



The collapsible sole also acts as a cushion, as canvas, coated or impregnated with india jar to the frame in Walking and 25 rubber, and E is the middle sole, secured on preventing the upper side of the layer of canvas B, which giving more room to the foot when stepping forms a projecting flange 1J around its outer upon,` as the foot then sinks into the space



edge. This flange b is secured to the strip previously occupied by the insole. This re of leather, welt, or insole in any approved lieves the strain on the leather across ball of



30



manner.



.



foot and permits the foot to expand naturally `



C is the outer sole, which may be of leather, Without increasing the exterior Width of the india-rubber, felt, or other approved mate shoe. S5 What I claim isì rial. The outer sole C is secured under the l. A collapsible middle sole provided with canvas layer, 13 in any approved manner. corrugations e arranged alternately on oppo 35 The heel C' is also formed and secured in po site sides of it, holes e' connecting the upper sition in any approved manner. D is a perforated insole secured above the and lower corrugations, and a longitudinal 90 middle sole inside the shoe. This insole may channel E’ substantially as set forth. 2. A collapsible middle sole provided with be made of leather, felt, cotton, or other ap proved material.



,



The middle sole E is formed of india-rubber



and is corrugated alternately on each side in such a manner as to render it collapsible. The corrugations e of the middle sole are ar



45 ranged erosswise, and c’ are small holes con



necting the upper and lower corrugations.



E’ is a central longitudinal channel con



necting the corrugations on each side of the sole With a space f in front of the heel portion, 50 and E” is another channel laround the heel



corrugations e across its sole and heel, a space



f on its- under side between its sole and heel, and a longitudinal channel E’ connecting the corrugations of the sole with the said space, 95



said corrugations being arranged alternately



on opposite sides of it and connected by small holes e', substantially as described. 3. A collapsible middle sole provided with corrugations c arranged across its sole and heel, a space f on its under side between its sole and heel, a longitudinal channel E’ con



portion and connecting the corrugations of necting the corrugations of the sole with the such heel portion of the sole-with said space space f, and a curved channel connecting the



IOO



eorrngations of the heel with the space f,f_the and an intermediate air-chamber, and chan



Ksaid eorrngations being arranged alternately nels connecting said air-chamber with the on opposite sides of it and connected by small `lcorrugations on both the upper and lower



lholes e’ substantially as described. 4. A collapsible central sole having corru gated heel and sole portions, and an interme



diate air-chamber, with air-channels leading ' _from said chamber to the eorrugations sub stantially as set forth. IO



_



Y



5. A collapsible central sole having heel and sole portions corrugated on both sides



sides of the sole substantially as set forth.



In testimony whereof I alîiXy my signature in presence of two witnesses.



'



JOHN ERNEST KENNEDY. Witnesses: \ E. V. FETHERSTONHAUGH, ’



W. J. WITHROW.



'
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rubber, and E is the middle sole, secured on the upper side of ... E' is a central longitudinal channel con necting the ... In testimony whereof I alÃ®iXy my signature. 
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